
From belief hange to preferene hangeJ�erôme LangIRIT { CNRS & Universit�e Paul SabatierToulouse, Franelang�irit.fr Leon van der TorreUniversit�e de LuxembourgLuxembourgleon.vandertorre�uni.luAbstratThere is a huge literature on belief hange. Inontrast, preferene hange has been onsid-ered only in a few reent papers. There arereasons for that: while there is to some extenta general agreement about the very meaningof belief hange, this is de�nitely not so forpreferene hange. We disuss here the pos-sible meanings of preferene hange, arguingthat we should at least distinguish between fourparadigms: preferenes evolving after some newfat has been learned, preferenes evolving asa result of an evolution of the world, prefer-enes evolving after the rational agent itselfevolves, and preferenes evolving per se. Wethen develop in more detail the �rst of thesefour paradigms (whih we think is the most nat-ural). We give some natural properties that wethink preferene hange should ful�ll and de�neseveral families of preferene hange operators,parameterized by a revision funtion on epis-temi states and a semantis for interpretingpreferenes over formulas.1 IntrodutionThere is a huge literature on belief hange, and afterall those years it is reasonable to laim that there is| to some extent | a general agreement about thevery meaning of belief revision and other belief hangeparadigms (espeially belief update). In brief, belief re-vision onsists of on agent hanging her beliefs aboutthe state of the world after learning some new informa-tion about this world, and belief update onsists in anagent adjusting her beliefs after learning that a spei�world-hanging ation or event takes plae.Now, the behaviour of an agent is funtion not only ofher beliefs but also of her preferenes about the possiblestates of the world. This raises the issue of when, whyand how preferenes evolve (if they ever do). At �rstglane, it seems that preferene hange ours in manysituations in the lifetime of an agent (just think of henatural language utteranes \I have hanged my mind",\I don't love you anymore", \I have had enough, I'm

not hungry anymore", or \I used not to like beer andnow I do so muh", \Now that it's raining I don't wantanymore to have a walk"). These refer to preferenehange, and yet they refer to very di�erent proesses,and it is not lear that theses proesses an be modelledby preferene hange operators obtained by adapting be-lief hange operators to preferenes in a straightforwardway. Consider �rst belief revision. Viewing preferenerevision as the exat repliate of belief revision wouldmean that the agent starts with some initial preferenes,then \inorporates" a new preferene and omes up withnew preferenes, while preferene update, viewed in asimilar way, would onsist in projeting an agent's pref-erenes after an preferene-hanging ation or event. Itis not lear at all what \inorporating a new preferene"means, and similarly for a preferene-hanging ation orevent.In the rest of the paper we argue that the diÆulty isthat whereas belief hange proesses an reasonably beonsidered independent of an agent's preferenes, it isgenerally not true that a preferene hange proess is in-dependent of the agen't beliefs. What triggers hanges inthe mental state of an agent (hene hanging her presentor future behaviour) generally onsists of inputs thatome from the world or from other agents (via obser-vations, ommuniation et.) and primarily a�ets theagent's beliefs. We do not mean that these inputs do nota�et in any way the agent's preferenes, but that theyoften do so beause they hange her beliefs in the �rstplae. A seond diÆulty is that \preferene hange"onveys more ambiguity than belief hange1, suggestingthat the variety of proesses being overed by prefer-ene hange might be larger than that overed by beliefhange.The goal of this paper is to give a preliminary explo-ration of these di�erent meanings onveyed by \prefer-ene hange", to relate them to existing work (possiblytotally outside the \belief hange" area) and to disussbriey the lass of methods that ould be used to modeleah of these families of proesses. This is the subjetof Setion 3. Then, in Setion 4 we pik the interpre-1We have informally asked a few speialists of beliefhange around us about the meaning of \preferene revision"and we have obtained very di�erent answers.
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tation of preferene hange that we �nd most relevantand natural, namely, the evolution of an agent's prefer-enes after a revision by a new fat (or belief), and wegive more tehnial developments. Setion ?? both dis-usses related issues, the importane of paying attentionto belief hange when desinging autonomous agents, andfurther important researh diretions.2 NotationsThroughout the paper we onsider a propositional lan-guage formed from a �xed, �nite set of propositionalsymbols and the usual onnetives (this language will beenrihed with modalities in Setion 4). The set of alltruth assignments satisfying a formula ' is denoted byMod('). We use the following notation for worlds: a�bdenotes the world where a and  are assigned to true andb to false. The set of all worlds is denoted by W .A weak order � is a reexive, transitive and ompleterelation. The relations � and � are de�ned from � inthe usual way: s � s0 if s � s0 and s � s and s0 � sif s � s0 and not (s0 � s). If X � W , Max�(X) isthe set of maximal elements in X : Max�(X) = fw 2X j there is no w0 suh that w0 � wg.3 Preferene hange: a temptativetaxonomyWe distinguish several kinds of preferene hange, de-pending mainly on the nature of the mathematial ob-jet that hanges and the nature of the input that leadsthis objet to hange.3.1 Preferenes that hange when beliefsare revisedExample 1 Initially, I desire to eat sushis from thisplate. Then I learn that these sushis have been made withold �sh. Now I desire not to eat any of these sushis.This is learly an example of preferene hange. Let-ting e for \eating (some of) the sushis", I had a pref-erene for e, something happened, and as a result, Ihave now a preferene for :e.The event that trigerredthe preferene hange does not primarily onerns pref-erene, but beliefs. Learning that the sushis were madefrom old �sh made me belief that I ould be sik, andas a onsequene I hange my mind about my futurebehaviour (as I will hoose the ation \doing nothing"rather than the ation \eat").We an generalize this example to a lass of situa-tions that have in ommon the following: (a) the worldis stati; (b) the beliefs about the world are revised; ()the agent's future behaviour is inuened by this be-lief hange. We did not expliitly say that prefereneshanged. Whether they really hange or not is atuallya triky question. To answer it, we are going to give nowtwo distint formalizations of our example.

In the �rst formalization, we have two propositionalsymbols: e (eating sushis) and f (fresh)2 There aretherefore four possibles states of the world, namely S =fef; e �f; �ef; �e �fg. At the beginning of the proess, it isreasonable to assume (even if this is not expliitly said)that I believe the sushis to be made out of fresh �sh |or, at least, that I do not believe that the �sh is notfresh (if I did, then the new information would have hadno impat on my beliefs, and likewise, no impat on myfuture behaviour). After I am told that the �sh is notfresh, then, even if I do not trust the soure ompletely,it is reasonable to expet that my belief that the �sh isfresh gets muh lower. What about my preferenes? Ifwe are talking about preferenes over states (as opposedto preferenes over ations), then my initial preferenesare likely to be ef �P �ef �P �e �f �P e �f(I prefer eating fresh sushis over not eating sushis, andI prefer not eating sushis over eating sushis made out ofold �sh; if I do not eat the sushis I don't are whether the�sh is old or not3. Now, my preferenes after learningthat :f is true or likely to be true are exatly the same:I still prefer ef (even if I know now that this world is im-possible, ar, at least, highly implausible). to :e and :eto e �f . Thus, in this situation, belief hange, but prefer-enes remain stati. Still, it is no less true that I used tointend to eat these sushis and I do not anymore. This isright, but we are now talking about ations, as opposedto properties of the world. Indeed, my future behaviour(that is, the ation that I intend to do) has hanged, butmy preferene between states of the world has not. Thisproess is atually well-known in deision theory: afterlearning something, probabilities hange, utilities of on-sequenes remain unhanged but the expeted utility ofations (that depend both on the probability of statesand the utility of onsequenes) hange.In the seond formalization, we stil use two symbolse and f but we want to reason about the preferene be-tween e, seen as a propositional formula (orrespondingto the set of states fef; e �fg) and :e (orresponding tothe set of states f�ef; �e �fg). When expressing an initialpreferene for e I mean that when I fous on those stateswhere e is true, I see ef as the most plausible state, andsimilarly when I fous on those states where :e is true, Isee �ef as the most plausible state, Beause I prefer ef to�ef , I naturally prefer e to :e: in other terms, I prefer eto :e beause I prefer the most state satisfying e to themost state satisfying :e. Of ourse, after learning theinformation about the �sh, these typial states are now2We ould also introdue a third symbol s for \sik"; to-gether with some belief that :f ^ e implies s, but this turnsout to be unneessary.3One may argue that in a real situation �e �f is preferred to�ef , beause if �ef is the ase then I may experiened the regretof not having eaten the sushis, if I later learn that they werefresh. For the sake of simpliity we will not onsider regretin our approah.
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e �f and �e �f , and after fousing, I prefer now the formula:e to the formula e.Therefore, whether preferene hange or not when ourbeliefs hange depends of whether we talk about pref-erenes over states of the world, formulas or ations.Preferenes over states are stati, but their lifting onformulas or ations hange.Finally, one may also argue that whether preferenesover states hange or not is also a question of languagegranularity. If both e and f are in the language, thenpreferene over states do not hange, but if the lan-guage ontains only the propositional symbol e, thenthey hange, and in this ase, it is not possible to expressthat we learn :f , therefore the only wat of modeling theinput is a \diret preferene hange" (see further): theworld sends a \ommand" to the user, asking her to nowprefer �e to e.The proess that we have explained here on an exam-ple will be formalized in Setion 4.3.2 Preferenes that hange when theworld hangesExample 2 Initially, I desire to eat sushis from thisplate. Then I eat 50 sushis. After that, I desire notto eat sushis.Example 3 It is a nie saturday afternoon and I'd liketo have a walk. Then is starts to rain. After that I don'twant to have a walk anymore.Example 3 learly illustrates a preferene hangetrigerred by a hange of the world (it was not rainingand now it does). So is Example 2 (I was hungry andnow I am not), however there is a seond way of inter-preting this example (see Subsetion 3.3).Things are quite similar to the situation disussed inSubsetion 3.1, with the di�erene that the belief hangeproess is not a revision, but an update. Again, we ar-gue that preferene over states do not hange (I preferwalking under the sun to not walking, and not walkingto walking in the rain); only the state of world, and ofourse the agent's belief about the state of the world, do.We have therefore stati preferenes, dynami world anddynami beliefs.3.3 Preferenes that hange when therational agent evolvesExample 4 When I was a hild I did not like heese.Now I do.Here, a hange in preferene reets a modi�ation ofthe agent's tastes due to an event (or several events) theagent is subjet to. In Example 2, that an be viewedas well as a hange in the rational agent, we learly seewhat the event is (eating 50 sushis). This is less learwith Example 4, as there is no lear, \namable" eventthat made the agent hange his mind and start to likeheese. One may just say that this event is \growingup", or, going further in the granularity of events, and

say that this hange has resulted from a lot of miro-events (suh as eating a little bit of heese many timesin several years).It ould be disussed whether it is relevant to distin-guish preferene hange due to the evolution of the ra-tional agent to preferene hange due to the evolution ofthe world. This is primarily a hoie to be made when wemodel the proess, as thus omes down to deide whetherthe rational agent should be part of the world of not (itis generally assumed not to | and this is not the plaeto enter this disussion).3.4 Diret preferene hange[2℄ onsider diret preferene hange (unrelated to any-thing else), trigerred by \ommands" or "suggestions"(the di�erene both being a matter of strength).Example 5 [2℄ Let's take a trip!This kind of preferene hange mimis exatly beliefhange, in the sense that preferenes are revised by pref-erenes (so as to lead to new preferenes), without anybeliefs to intervene in the proess. The situations inwhih this preferene hange per se ours are thosewhere another agent (or nature) an make an agent be-lieve � by sending him a signal asking him, or leadinghim, to prefer �. A ontext where this happens is theontext onsidered in Example 1 when f is not in thelanguage: I an simply not make you revise your be-liefs by :f , for the tehnial reason that :f annot beexpressed, but I an instead ask you to revise your pref-erenes in the same way that they would have evolvedafter inorporating the piee of evidene :f : \I orderyou to prefer :e."4.3.5 Other kinds of preferene hange?There are at least two other kinds situation where wemay want to say that preferene hange our.The �rst one is when revising (or updating) an agents'preferenes by some new information about this agent'spreferenes. For instane: I am the system that sellsyou train tikets and when you ask me for a tiket fromParis to Toulouse I initially believe that you want to takethe TGV and go through Bordeaux { until you tell methat you want to go through Limoges. This is however apure belief revision proess, in whih the world on whihwe reason onerns your preferenes, so this proess isnot about preferene hange, belief hange about anotheragent's preferenes { so this situation does not reallyhave to be disussed in this paper, but it ought to bementioned at some point.The seond one is when an agent is following a planand has a desire for � to be satis�ed beause it is ameans-end objetive. When � is realized, after that Idon't need � anymore and my preferene for � disap-pears. See example 2: the primary goal is not to be4A similar ontext where diret preferene an be seen-more learly is in dialogues suh as the following one: \isthere anything interesting to see in this town? { Oh no, youdon't want to go here".
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hungry any more, and eating sushis an be seen as ameans (not the worst one, admittedly) to see to it thatthe goal is satis�ed. (One an of ourse onsider moreomplex plans with several ations in sequene.) Thisis learly a variation on \preferene hange implies bya hange in the world" (the world has hanged beausesome subgoals have been satis�ed), and also a variationon \preferene hange implies by a hange in the ratio-nal agent" (the agent had an intention to see � satis�ed,now that it has been satis�ed he doesn't are anymore {think of those Casanovas who want to sedue all women).A situation similar to the latter (but a little bit moreompliated) is when I learn that � won't help me reahmy goal. An example: I have the desire to prove aonjeture, whih easily follows from the onjuntion oftwo lemmas (Lemma 1 and Lemma 2). I initially havea preferene for Lemma 1 to be proven and similarlyfor Lemma 2. I expet both lemmas to be true. How-ever, then I �nd a ounterexample for Lemma 1, and inthis ase Lemma 2 beomes useless, so my preferene forLemma 2 to be proven disappears. Anyway, again thisan be seen as an instane of the lasses of preferenehange developed in the previous subsetion.4 Preferene hange triggered by beliefrevision4.1 Beliefs and preferenesWe now onsider in more details the senario that wedisussed informally in Subsetion 3.1. The general prin-iple is the following:� the agent has some initial beliefs and preferenesover possible states of the world; these preferenesover states an be lifted to preferenes over formulas(or ations);� the agent learns a new piee of information � aboutthe world;� the agent revises her prior beliefs by � and keepsthe same preferene on states; however, preferenesover formulas may hange in reation to the hangeof beliefs.We see that a formalization needs at least two seman-tial strutures: one for beliefs and one for preferenes.Beause one has to make hoies, we stik to the ordinalway of modeling beliefs and preferenes (whih is om-mon in the belief hange literature). Thus, as in [4℄and subsequently in [12℄, we use a normality orderingtogether with a preferene ordering.De�nition 1 A model M is a triple hW;�N ;�P i,where W is a set of valuations of a set of propositions,and �N and �P are total pre-orders on W . We don'tdistinguish worlds from valuations, so eah valuation o-urs preisely one.s �N s0 means that s is at least as plausible (or nor-mal) as s0, whereas s �P s0 means that s is at least aspreferred as s0. The indi�erene relations �N and �P

are de�ned as usual, as well as the strit relations �Nand �P , are de�ned as usual (see Setion 2).The model for Example 1 is visualized in Figure 1. Thenormality ordering is visualized vertially, where higherworlds are more normal. The most normal worlds areworlds in whih the �sh is fresh, and exeptional worldsare worlds in whih the �sh is not fresh fe �N f�e �N�fe �N �f�e. Preferenes are visualized horizontally, wherethe more to the right are the more preferred worlds. Themost preferred worlds are the ones in whih we are eatingfresh sushi, whih is preferred to not eating fresh sushi,and not eating not fresh sushi is preferred to eating notfresh sushi ef �P �ef �P �e �f �P e �f .- 6normalityef�ef�e �fe �f preferene
Figure 1: The sushi example. fe �N f�e �N �fe �N �f�eand ef �P �ef �P �e �f �P e �f .Again as in [4; 12℄, the language is built up from a �-nite set of propositional symbols, usual onnetives, andtwo dyadi modalities: one for normality (N) and onefor preferene (>, and also P { the latter two being in-terde�nable, see further).As usual, N( j') is true if the most normal '-worldsare  -worlds. N('j>) is abbreviated in N(').De�nition 2 (normality)M j= N( j') i� Max�N (Mod(')) �Mod( )Things are less easy with preferene, for two reasons.First, there is no standard way of lifting preferenesfrom the world level to the formula level (see [?;11℄). We onsider here the three following ways of lifting[11℄5 M j= '�PmM  if 8w 2Mod(') 9w0 2Mod(') suh that w �P w0that is, if the worst '-worlds are preferred to the best -worlds (or, equivalently, every '-world is preferred toevery  -world).M j= '�PMM  if 9w 2Mod(') suh that 8w0 2Mod('), w �P w0that is, if the best '-worlds are preferred to the best -worlds (or equivalently, the best ' _  worlds are : worlds).M j= '�Pmm  if 8w 2Mod(')9w0 2Mod(') suh that w �P w0that is, if the worst '-worlds are preferred to the worst -worlds.5There is obviously a fourth one (Mm), orresponding totwo existential quanti�ers; however, this notion is muh tooweak, as it makes P' ^ P:' onsistent.
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Alternative ways of lifting preferene would also beworth onsidering, suh as, for instane, eteris paribuspreferenes [14℄ of other kinds of similarity-basedpreferenes [10℄. However, for the sake of brevity, in thispaper we stik to these three ways of lifting preferenes.Seond, as argued in [4; 12℄, in the presene ofunertainty or normality (expressed by �N ), preferenesannot be interpreted from �P alone (but from �P and�N ). There are (at least) two ways of interpreting apreferene for p over :p in the presene of unertaintyor normality. Let � be one of �PmM , �PMm, or �PMM .1. \among the most normal q-worlds, p is preferred to:p," [4℄:M j= P ( j') i�Max�N (Mod(')) \ Mod( ) � Max�N (Mod(')) \Mod(: ))2. \the most normal p ^ q-worlds are preferred to themost normal :p ^ q-worlds" [12℄:M j= P ( j') i�Max�N (Mod(' ^  ))�Max�N (Mod(' ^ : ))P ('j>) is abbreviated in P (').Note that 1. and 2. are not equivalent, beause eitherthe most normal p^ q worlds or the most normal :p^ qworlds may be exeptional among the q worlds6.We have thus de�ned six semantis for interpretingP (:j:), sine we have three ways of lifting preferene fromworlds to formulas, and two ways of fousing on normalworlds. We denote the orresponding 6 modalities usingthe supersript B (for item 1. above) or LVW (for item2. above), and one the three subsripts MM , mm, ormM . For instane, PLVWMM refers to the semantis in[12℄ and the optimisti way of lifting preferenes (whihis the semantis studied in detailed in [12℄). However6The two approahes are be based on distint intuitions.In 2., the intuition is that an agent is omparing two alterna-tives, and for eah alternative he is onsidering the most nor-mal situations. Then he ompares the two alternatives andexpresses a preferene of the former over the latter. The dif-ferene between both approahes (already disussed in [12℄)is a matter of hoosing the worlds to fous on: when we areasked to ompare two (inomplete) alternatives, we fous ontypial situations that satisfy eah of these alternatives andthen we ompare these situations. The approah in [4℄ �rstfouses on most normal worlds independently of the hoiebetween the two alternatives. This has the onsequene thatthe omparison beomes void when either p ^ q or :p ^ q isexeptional, beause, wlog in the ase where p^q, there is nomost normal p^q-world to ompare with most normal :p^q-worlds. Consider q = taking the airplane, p = the airplanerashes. Beause most normal q-worlds satisfy :p, there anbe no preferene for :p given q. Both de�nitions ([4℄ and[12℄) oinide i� there exist both most normal p ^ q-worldsand most normal :p^q-worlds, that is, if :N(pjq)^:N(:pjq)holds.

we will try to avoid using these heavy subsripts andsupersripts whenever possible.Now, from the P modality (where P ('j ) means\given  , I have a preferene / a desire for '" we de-�ne a > modality, where ' >  means \I prefer ' to "), de�ned by(' >  ) � P ('j(' ^ : ) _ ( ^ :'))P (:j:) and : > : are interde�nable (see also [10℄)7:P ('j ) � ( ^ ' >  ^ :')4.2 Belief revision, and its impat onpreferenesRevising a pre-orderGiven a model M = hW;�N ;�P i, the revision by be-lief � is a new model M 0 = M ? � onsists in the sameW , the same �P (sine preferenes over worlds do nothange), and the revision of the initial plausibility or-dering �N by �. This requires the prior de�nition of arevision funtion ? ating on plausibility orderings. Suhfuntions have been extensively onsidered in the liter-ature of belief revision (and espeially iterated revision,see e.g. [6℄).De�nition 3 Given a set of worlds W , a revision fun-tion ? is a funtion that maps eah omplete weak orderover W into a omplete weak order over W , and thatsatis�es the aeptane property: for every �N and ev-ery onsistent �, Max�N?�(W ) � Mod(�) { in otherwords, most normal worlds after revising by � shouldsatisfy �Given a model M = hW;�N ;�P i, a revision funtion?, and a formula �, the revision of M by �, is the modelM ? � de�ned byM ?� = hW;�N ?�;�P iNote that aeptane implies thatM?� j= N�. Apartof aeptane, revision funtions on plausibility order-ings are usually required to obey some other properties.A ommon one is the uniform shifting of p worlds8:De�nition 4 A revision operator ? satis�es:� positive uniformity if for any two worlds w, w0 suhthat w j= � and w0 j= � then w �?�N w0 i� w �N w0;� negative uniformity if for any two worlds w, w0 suhthat w j= :� and w0 j= :� then w �?�N w0 i� w �Nw0.7This interde�nability needs a speial treatment of limitases where either '^ or '^: is unsatis�able { see [10℄. Inthis paper we omit the treatment of these limit ases, whihare of little interest anyway.8These properties are named respetiely (CR1) and (CR2)in [6℄
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AGM style postulatesPerhaps the easiest way to desribe the behavior of thepreferene hange, is to aim for an AGM style represen-tation with postulates. To do so, we use a modal logito refer to updates [7℄.M;w j= [?�℄' i� M ? �;w j= 'We will now investigate a few key properties onern-ing preferene hange, depending on the belief revisionoperator ? used and the hoie of the semantis for in-terpretaing preferene.Properties 1: preferene satisfationWe are now going to look into the logial propertiesof preferene hange under newly learned beliefs. Theproperties we may expet an be derived from the prop-erties of belief revision and preferene logi. For exam-ple, whereas in belief revision newly learned beliefs thatare no surprises do not hange the old beliefs, we mayonsider whether newly learned beliefs whih are not ex-eptional do not hange the preferenes. We do so in thefollowing setion, but we start with a simpler pattern.Suppose we learn that what we want to hold, in fatholds. In that ase, it would be intuitive that the prefer-ene still holds, i.e. persists in time. This property holdsprovided that ? satis�es uniformity.Proposition 1 (learning the preferred) Supposethat � satis�es positive and negative uniformity. Thenfor any formula p the following are true in any modelM:1. p >MM :p! [�p℄(p >MM :p);2. p >mm :p! [�p℄(p >mm :p);3. p >mM :p! [�p℄(p >mM :p);Let us give a quik proof for 1 (the proof is similar for2 and 3). SupposeM j= p >MM :p, whih by de�nitionis equivalent to: for any w 2 Max�P (Max�N (Mod(p))and w0 2Max�P (Max�N (Mod(:p)), we have w �P w0.Now, positive uniformity implies thatMax�N�p(Mod(p)) = Max�N (Mod(p)), and neg-ative uniformity, that Max�N�p(Mod(:p)) =Max�N (Mod(:p)): the most normal p-worlds arethe same before and after revision by p, and similarlyfor the most normal :p-worlds. Therefore,Max�P (Max�N�p(Mod(p))) =Max�P (Max�N (Mod(p)))andMax�P (Max�N�p(Mod(:p))) =Max�P (Max�N (Mod(:p)))hene the result. (Note that it would also with a eterisparibus semantis of preferenes, or more generally anysemantis of preferene)The positive and negative uniformity onditions areneessary. Consider for instane drasti revision opera-tor that preserves the relative ranking of �-worlds andthen push all :�-worlds towards the bottom, irrespe-tively of their relative initial ranking: w ���N w0 i� (a)w j= �, w0 j= � and w �N w0; or (b) w j= � and

w0 j= :�. � satis�es positive uniformity, but not nega-tive uniformity. Suppose we initially have:pq �N �p�q � p�q � �pq�pq �P pq �P �p�q � p�qafter revision by p:pq ��pN p�q � �pq � �p�qWe have M j= p >MM :p and M j= [�p℄:p >MM p.By symmetry, things are the same if we revise by adispreferred formula:Proposition 2 (learning the dispreferred)Suppose that � satis�es positive and negative uni-formity. Then the following are true in any modelM:1. p >MM :p! [�:p℄(p >MM :p);2. p >mm :p! [�:p℄(p >mm :p);3. p >mM :p! [�:p℄(p >mM :p);Suppose now that we learn that what we want to hold,in fat partially holds. In that ase, it would be intuitivethat the preferene still holds, i.e. persists in time. How-ever, suppose that we prefer p and we learn that p _ q.In that ase we are shifting the p worlds uniformly, butnot neessarily the :p worlds. All we know is that whensome of the most normal :p worlds are :p ^ q worlds,then these :p ^ q worlds will beome the most normalp worlds. This property therefore holds provided that ?satis�es uniformity, :N(:qj:p) holds, and only for twoof the three preferenes.Proposition 3 (learning the partly preferred)Suppose that � satis�es positive and negative uniformity.Then the following are true in any model M:1. p >MM :p ^ :N(:qj:p)! [�p _ q℄(p >MM :p);2. p >mM :p ^ :N(:qj:p) ! [�p _ q℄(p >mM :p)Let us give a quik proof for 1 (the proof is similarfor 2). Suppose M j= p >MM :p, whih by de�nition isequivalent to: for any w 2 Max�P (Max�N (Mod(p))and w0 2 Max�P (Max�N (Mod(:p)), we havew �P w0. Now, assume in addition that:N(:qj:p), whih by de�nition is Max�N (Mod(:p ^q)) � Max�N (Mod(:p)), then positive unifor-mity implies Max�N�p(Mod(p)) = Max�N (Mod(p)),and negative uniformity implies analogously thatMax�N�p(Mod(:p)) � Max�N (Mod(:p)): the mostnormal p-worlds are the same before and after revisionby p, and the most normal :p-worlds will be a subset.Therefore,Max�P (Max�N�p(Mod(p))) =Max�P (Max�N (Mod(p)))and for w 2 Max�P (Max�N�p(Mod(:p))) andw0 2Max�P (Max�N (Mod(:p))) we have w �P w0.hene the result: if the best world among these worldsused to be a p world, then it remains a p world. (notethat it does not hold for mm, sine if the worst world
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used to be a :p world, after the revision the worst worldmay be a p world.)By symmetry, things are the same if we revise by adispreferred formula:Proposition 4 (learning the partly dispreferred)Suppose that � satis�es positive and negative uniformity.Then the following are true in any model M:1. p >mM :p ^ :N(qjp)! [�:p _ q℄(p >mM :p)2. p >mm :p ^ :N(qjp)! [�:p _ q℄(p >mm :p)Properties 2: surprisesWe may expet that preferenes don't hange when werevise by something normal (i.e., expeted). However,for P this holds only under the assumption that the nor-mality ordering remains the same when we revise by anormal formula:Proposition 5 (learning the normal, 1)1. for Boutilier's semantis, under any of the four def-initions of lifting, the following formula is valid:N� ^ P'! [?�℄P'2. for LTW's semantis, under the four de�nitionsof lifting, the latter formula is valid providedthat ? satis�es the following inertia property: ifMax�N (W ) �Mod(�) then � ?� =�.In ase 2, the validity of N� ^ G' ! [��℄G' omessimply from the fat that �N does not hange. In ase1, the fat that N� is true implies that all most nor-mal worlds satisfy �, therefore revising by � lead thesemost normal worlds (that is, Max�N (W )) unhanged;sine the truth of G(:j:) depends only on Max�N (W ),preferenes remain unhanged.However, 1. no longer holds if ? does not satisfy in-ertia, beause revising by � may have an impat on themost normal �-worlds or on the most normal :�-worlds(but never on both). For example:�N : pq � p�q � �p�q � �pq�P : �pq � pq � �p�q � p�qand ? suh that that in �?�N , all �-worlds are rankedabove all :�-worlds. That is:�?qN : pq � �pq � p�q � �p�qBefore learning q, the most normal p-world is pq andthe most normal :p-world is �p�q, therefore M j= Pp forany kind of lifting. After learning q, the most normalp-world is still pq and the most normal :p-world is �pq,therefore M j= P:p, again for any kind of lifting.A weaker form of the previous property is that pref-erene for ' should remain unhanged if we learn some-thing that is normal both given ' and given :':Proposition 6 (learning the normal,2) For LVT aswell as Boutilier's semantis, and for any kind of lifting,the following formula is valid:N(�j') ^N(�j:') ^ P'! [��℄P'

The proof is easy: when N(�j') ^ N(�j:') holds,the most normal '-worlds are � ^ '-worlds and themost normal :'-worlds are � ^ :'-worlds, there-fore, the most normal '-worlds remain the same afterlearning �, and similarly for the most normal :'-worlds.Still a stronger form of (1) whih is inomparable with(2) is when one learns something whih is believed (nor-mal) and the preferene bears on something whih is notexeptional.Proposition 7 (learning the normal,3) For LVT aswell as Boutilier's semantis, and for any kind of lifting,the following formula is valid:N� ^ :N' ^ :N:' ^ P'! [?�℄P'Indeed, the most normal '-worlds are also �-worldsand hene remain the same after learning �, and simi-larly for the most normal :'-worlds. This onditin thatboth ' and :' are non-exeptional is intuitively desir-able in many ontexts, espeially when ' (and :') refersto something thaty is ontrollable by the agent. For in-stane, on Example ??: M j= Pe^:N:e^:N:e^Nf :the agent initially believes that the �sh is fresh and ofourse does not onsiders eating, nor non easting, asexeptional. As a result, after learning that the �sh isfresh, he still prefers eating the sushis.Now, when revising by something that is not disbe-lieved, we would expet some form of preservation ofpreferene as well. We onsider this forst form of revi-sion by the non-exeptional (non-disbelieved):Proposition 8 (learning the non-exeptional,1)For LVW (as well as Boutilier { CHECK) semantis,and for the 88 lifting (mM), the following formula isvalid: :N(:�j') ^ :N(:�j:') ^ P'! [?�℄P'This holds beause at least one most normal � ^ '-world remains in the set of most normal � ^ '-worldsafter learning �.However this no longer holds withMM ,mm andMm,as it an be seen on the following example:�N : pq � p�q � �pq � �p�q�P : p�q � �pq � pq � �p�qWe have M j= Pp for any of fMM;mm;Mmg. Af-ter learning q, for any \reasonable" revision operator?, inluding drasti revision, pq �?qN p�q and �pq � �p�q.Therefore, the most normal p-world is pq and the mostnormal :p-world is �pq, whih implies that we haveM j= [?q℄P:p(^:Pp).5 Related researhPreferene hange, or related issues suh as goal hange,has been onsidered under various forms in a few worksthat so far are unrelated to eah other.Bradley [5℄ argues that hanges in preferene an havetwo sorts of possible auses: hange in beliefs (orre-sponding to the situation we desribed in Subsetion 3.1)
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and \what might be alled hange in tastes" (whih or-responds to the situation we desribed in Setion 3.3).(It is not lear in whih of both whether the situation ofSubsetion 3.2 should be lassi�ed.) He further re�nesthe �rst ase into two kinds of situations where learningB makes our desirability of A hange: (a) A is preferen-tially dependent on B; (b) B is preferentially dependenton A, and there is a probabilisti dependeny betweenA and B. Then he develops a Bayesian formalization ofthese ideas. Our work goes further in this diretion andonnets the interation between belief hange and pref-erene hange to the existing body of researh in beliefrevision.Van Benthem and Liu [2; 13℄ give a dynami epistemilogi formalization of preferene upgrade via ommandsand suggestions. A ommand is an input from an author-ity (\see to it that '!") whose e�et is that the agentnow prefers '-worlds over :'-worlds. A suggestion is amilder kind of preferene upgrade. Both kinds of pref-erene hange onsidered in this stream of works referto the situation desribed in our Subsetion 3.4 (diretpreferene hange).Freund [8; 9℄ investigates preferene revision in the fol-lowing meaning: how should an initial ranking (alled a\hain") over a set of worlds be revised by the addition,retration of modi�ation of the links of the hain? Inthese two papers, \preferene" has to be understood inits tehnial sense (ranking over a set of worlds) ratherthan its deision-theoreti sense, and the results applyindi�erently whether the ranking is interpreted in termsof (deision-theoreti) preferenes or in terms of ompar-ative plausilibity. In ontrast, our work makes a funda-mental distintion between preferene and plausibility,and hanges of preferenes are viewed as the reperus-sion of hanges of beliefs.Referenes[1℄ C. Alhourr�on, P. G�ardenfors and D. Makinson, Onthe logi of theory hange: Partial meet funtionsfor ontration and revision. J. of Symboli Logi,50, 510-530, 1985.[2℄ J. van Benthem and F. Liu: Dynami Logi ofPreferene Upgrade. In Journal of Applied Non-Classial Logi, Vol.17, No.2, 2007.[3℄ J. van Benthem, O. Roy, and P. Girard, Everythingelse being equal: A modal logi approah to eterisparibus preferenes.[4℄ C. Boutilier, Toward a Logi for Qualitative Dei-sion Theory. Proeedings of KR94, 75-86, 1994.[5℄ R. Bradley, \The kinematis of belief and desire",Synthese 156 (3), 513-535, 2007.[6℄ A. Darwihe and J. Pearl, On the logi of iteratedbelief revision. Arti�ial Intelligene 89, 1-29, 1997.[7℄ H. van Ditmarsh, W. van der Hoek and B. Kooi,Dynami Epistemi Logi, 2007.
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